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About two years ago I had just gotten in for review the Lawrence Audio Cello 

floorstanding speakers.  To my great surprise and pleasure the Cello speakers turned out 

to be the finest speaker I had ever listened to in my reference system. The Cello’s 

replaced my long term, over fifteen years, highly regarded MG-20 seven foot planar 

speakers.  I bought the review pair and have had nothing but musical delight when I sit 

down to listen to my system.  I then later on reviewed the smallest member of this part of 

the Lawrence Speaker stable of speakers that I refer to as the “string section” the 

Mandolin two way stand mount. This little sister to the much bigger Cello also produced 

the type of overall musical perspective that its larger sibling delivered and the Mandolin 

made the HTV best of the year product list. The string section of the Lawrence Audio 

speaker line has two things in common. First, they resemble the string instruments they 

are named after, Mandolin, Violin, Cello, and the subject of this review the new model 

the Double Bass, which retails for $29000.00.  Secondly, each speaker uses a 

combination of ribbon tweeters for the high end frequencies and as a rear ambient driver, 

air motion transformer drivers for the midrange and finally carbon fiber cone drivers for 

the bass frequencies. After the Double Bass Speaker the Lawrence line up no longer 

resembles a specific musical instrument and each model starts to use diamond tweeters 

and a mixture of ceramic and carbon fiber cone drivers. When I was contacted by Mr. 

Lawrence Liao, CEO and head designer for Lawrence Audio, four months ago to see if I 

and hometheaterreview.com would be interested in being the first in the US to do a 

formal review on his new model, I absolutely said yes. Of course I was quite excited 

based on my past experience with the other two Lawrence Audio speakers and wanted to 

find out what possible musical magic Mr. Liao had produced in his much larger Double 

Bass model. 

 

 

Like my Lawrence Audio Cello speakers, the first thing that one notices about the Double 

Bass is its exquisite shape that resembles a modern art sculpture. The review pair arrived 

in one of the finest piano black lacquers finishes I have ever seen on any speaker.  The 

reason for the Double Bass’s physical appearance is based on form follows function. By 

mimicking the shape of a double bass all parallel internal baffle surfaces are eliminated 

preventing standing acoustic waves.  The upper narrow neck of the Double Bass cuts 

down dramatically refraction of the midrange and high frequencies that would led to 

distortion as these frequencies would hit the front of a wider baffle that often takes place 

in standard box speakers. Each speaker weighs 115 pounds. The dimensions of the 

Double Bass are height: 55.1 inches, width: 13.8 inches, depth: 19.7 inches. On the front 

of the Double Bass are located five drivers. Two of the drivers are 4.7 inch 

tweeter/midrange air motion transformers. These flank a 2.4 inch purified aluminum 

tweeter driver. Finally, there is an 8 inch non –woven carbon midwoofer and a 12 inch 



non-woven bass driver. Each cone driver use an aluminum frame, copper clad aluminum 

voice coil with flat wire and a special magnet system with a Faraday ring and 

demodulation coil. On the back of the Double Bass there is a rear firing ambient 4.3 inch 

aluminum ribbon tweeter, along with four very high quality WBT connectors for bi-

wiring.  The Double Bass is a 4.5-way vented system with the port located on the bottom 

of the speaker. The Double Bass frequency range is 24Hz to 40KHz. Its sensitivity is 

89dB with an average impedance of 8 ohms and never going lower then 6.4 ohms. 

Because of its high sensitivity and steady ohm rating the Double Bass is a rather easy 

speaker to drive. In my reference system the Double Bass speaker replaced the Cello 

speaker, optimum placement was seven feet off the front wall, four feet off the side walls, 

eight feet apart with a slight toe in and the listening chair was ten feet off the front of the 

speaker. I used my Melody 300b tube based amplifier along with high powered solid 

state amplifiers during the reviewing process. 

 

 

My auditioning began with jazz singer Lisa Hearn’s version of “I Heard it through The 

Grapevine” from her album “I Got it Bad and That Ain’t Good” (Lisa Hearns 

Production).  Just like the other Lawrence Audio speakers the Double Bass rendered Ms. 

Hearns voice with totally natural timbres and gorgeous tonal colors. Another very special 

quality that the Double Bass was able to deliver on this very well recorded acoustic jazz 

was how it created both in the size and layering of the soundstage the original recording 

studio that this music had been recorded in. 

 

 

One of my favorite jazz 3B Hammond organ players is “Big” John Patton who recorded 

many classic albums on the historical Blue Note record label. His Album 

“Understanding” (Blue Note Records) is a power house of soul jazz with very powerful 

macro-dynamics coming from Patton’s foot pedal ripping bass lines along with drummer 

Hugh Walker’s infectious bass drum kicks and his snare drum accents. If a speaker lacks 

either speed or dynamic range, this recording will show up its shortcomings in these 

areas. At very high volume levels the Double Bass’s lower bass frequencies pressurized 

my large acoustic space without losing either the grip or definition of either the organ’s 

bass notes or the drummer’s extremely hard-hitting drum shots.  

 

 

One of my favorite pop albums from last year was Joe Jackson’s “The Duke” 

(Razor&Tie), which is Mr. Jackson’s modern pop/rock interpretation of the great Duke 

Ellington’s most important historical songs.  This album demonstrated three more of the  

Double Bass’s music virtues. First, the double Bass has such a low noise floor any and all 

micro-details can be heard effortlessly. Unlike some other speakers that become hyper-

detailed and analytical to a fault, the Double Bass stays silky smooth when rendering all 

the details of the music. Secondly, the Double Bass produces individual players with 

great palpability with air around each instrument. Finally, the treble of the Double Bass 

extends sky high with tonal purity and details that never become harsh or unpleasant. 

 

 



High Points: 

 

The Double Bass is a relatively large speaker, however because of its beautiful artful 

appearance and gorgeous finish it would fit into any modern décor. 

 

 

The Double Bass only uses very high quality drivers, cross-over parts, and is built to a 

reference level quality that compares to any other speaker brand on the market today. 

 

 

This speaker delivers an accurate, wall to wall layered soundstage with three-dimensional 

images with air around each player. 

 

 

The Double Bass reveals all the micro-details in recordings without sounding etched or 

analytical. 

 

 

The Double Bass lower bass octaves are taut, tonality accurate, and have great impact in 

pressuring even a very large listening space. 

 

 

Low Points: 

 

 

Because the Double Bass can truly deliver gripping deep powerful bass frequencies it 

needs to be in a rather large acoustic space, other wise it might over load the room and 

not deliver its true potential. 

 

 

The Double Bass is an easy speaker to drive, it sounded great with my 22 watt 300B 

amplifier, however to gets its powerful bottom end to be totally controlled and blend 

seamlessly with the midrange frequencies a higher current tube or solid state amp is 

necessary. 

 

 

Competition and Comparison: 

 

 

There are two speakers in the Lawrence Audio Double Bass price range that I have spent 

time listening to that would be its natural competitors. The highly regarded Sony SS 

AR1, which retails for $27,000.00, along with the Wilson Audio Sasha 2, which retails 

for $27,900.00. The performance of the Sony SS AR1 is close to the Double Bass in 

regards to a purity of timbres and natural tonality. However, the Double Bass abilities in 

soundstaging, low end extension, micro-details and ultimate volume levels are at a higher 

level then the Sony SS AR1. When I have spent time with the Wilson Audio Sasha 2 my 



first impression is that it’s a very detailed and dynamic speaker system. However, after 

awhile it starts to get somewhat annoying to me because it can be all leading edge with 

“sharp” details that start to sound analytical and not musical to me. The Double Bass 

offers a very high level of dynamics and micro-details. However, I have never 

experienced this type of listening fatigue as I have with the Wilson speakers. 

 

 

 

Conclusion: 

 

The Lawrence Audio Double Bass is the third speaker I have reviewed from this 

company and its designer Lawrence Liao. Each model offers you a “house sound” that 

revolves around beautiful timbres, resolution/details, world class soundstaging, and an 

effortless liquidity and musicality. The Double Bass builds on these sonic virtues and 

adds the ability to play effortlessly at lease breaking levels, wall to wall soundstaging 

even in a very large acoustic space, and the ability to develop, if given enough space to 

produce a taut, powerful sub-sonic bass foundation to any music or soundtrack you might 

be listening to. Unlike, many high end speakers that get to the point of resolution and 

micro-details were it seems that you are listening to your music under a microscope, and 

the musicality and emotion in the music is lost, the Double Bass always comes across in a 

natural way. The most precise way I can express the performance of the Double Bass is 

that it is neither euphonic/romantic or hyper-analytical, it just sounds like music. The 

physical appearance and build quality of the Double Bass allows the superlative level of 

craftsmanship to be easily seen. If you have high quality upstream gear to drive the 

Double Bass and enough room for it to breath and perform in your listening room I 

highly recommend you put the Double Bass on your audition list.  

 

 

Performance: Five Stars 

 

Value: Five Stars 

 

Overall: Five Stars     

 

 

 


